East EPO superintendent Shaun Nelms, who also serves as an associate professor and William & Sheila Konar Director of the Center for Urban Education Success (CUES) at the Warner School, was featured as a “Hometown Hero” and headlined the Better Schools Better Neighborhoods Conference in Buffalo in October. The conference was sponsored by the Masten Resource Center - Community Action Organization of Western New York. Learn more. (Photo credit: Eddie Blanding Jr.)
New & Future Faculty Workshop Sponsored by the Office of the Provost
When Students are Struggling, Troubled, or Troubling: Sources of Insight and Assistance
November 14, 2018
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Evarts Lounge, School of Nursing
Complimentary lunch served at 11:15 a.m.

Gain perspectives from University experts on how to recognize the signs of distress and how to be a source of effective support. Learn more and RSVP. For questions and accommodation requests, email adele.coelho@rochester.edu.

Pittsford Barnes and Noble Hosts Annual Horizons at Warner Book Fair
Saturday, November 10, 2018
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Pittsford Barnes and Noble
3349 Monroe Avenue, Pittsford

Shop at Barnes and Noble and support Horizons at Warner, a summer enrichment program that engages K-9 Rochester City School District students in meaningful learning experiences on River Campus. Present ID code 12320057 when purchasing any Barnes and Noble products and Horizons at Warner will receive part of the proceeds. Can’t think of a particular child to buy for? After purchase, drop your book at the Barnes and Noble book drive and have a child at Golisano Children’s Hospital receive it.

Can’t join us in person? Visit BN.COM/bookfairs to support us online by entering book fair ID 12320057 at checkout. For more information, contact Julia Postler, assistant director of Horizons at Warner, at (585) 721-5409.

It’s the Ethos, not the Tech: Pedagogical Principles for the Digital Age
The Andrew W. Mellon Digital Humanities Fellows at the University of Rochester will host a roundtable discussion on digital methodologies and the ethics of pedagogy and classroom practice with Jayne Lammers, associate professor, director of secondary English teacher preparation, and associate director for the Center for Learning in the Digital Age (LiDA).

November 6, 2018
12 - 2 p.m.
Humanities Center, Conference Room D
In this Digital Humanities Lunch, Lammers offers ideas for us to consider about pedagogy in the digital age. Drawn from her research to understand young people’s digital literacy practices in informal spaces, such as Fanfiction.net and other online forums, she will share guiding principles for designing engaging, collaborative learning experiences that focus on the ethos of online spaces, not the particular tools/technologies. We invite you to join in the conversation and think together about how you might be able to apply these principles in your own teaching. Learn more and RSVP.

CUES Publishes Bullying Brief
In recognition of National Bullying Prevention month (October), the Center for Urban Education Success (CUES) at the Warner School published a brief, "Bullying in School: Prevalence, Contributing Factors, and Interventions," designed to provide practitioners with up-to-date research and statistics to help them understand and address bullying in their schools. A resource guide for teachers and practitioners was also included. Read the latest research on bullying in the CUES practitioner brief.

Visit the CUES website, where you will also find other briefs CUES has published on topics relevant and timely in urban education reform, such as: attendance, incorporating 6th grade into a secondary configuration, educating English Language Learners (ELLs), and restorative practices.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar to Speak on the River Campus
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, a basketball icon, activist, author, actor, and ambassador, will deliver the first lecture in the University of Rochester series, “Dean’s Initiative: Difficult Conversations as a Catalyst for Change,” on Monday evening. His talk, which takes its title from his 2016 book, “Writings on the Wall: Searching for a New Equality Beyond Black & White,” written with Raymond Obstfeld, has sold out. However, he offered to answer some questions from the Rochester Business Journal (RJB) ahead of time. Read RBJ article.
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Gopaul Presents at STEMM Equality Congress and Higher Education Reform Conference

Bryan Gopaul, assistant professor, along with the University of Rochester's John Barker, senior associate dean of the faculty, and Beth Olivares, dean for diversity, co-presented "Using Restorative Practices in Response to Alleged Faculty Sexual Misconduct" at the International STEMM Equality Congress in Amsterdam, Netherlands in October. Their presentation was focused on the restorative practices implemented at the University of Rochester as a response to the alleged faculty sexual misconduct investigation. The presenters outlined the creation of restorative practices aimed at addressing the harm and fragmentation experienced by faculty, staff, and students throughout the university community.

Additionally, Gopaul presented "The Engaged Research University: Exploring Public Mission, Civic Engagement, and Doctoral Education" at the International Conference on Higher Education Reform (HER) in Baltimore, Md. in September. His presentation highlighted research aimed at examining civic priorities in doctoral education in different disciplines.
Hursh Presents at Upstate Latino Summit
David Hursh, professor, was an invited presenter at the Upstate Latino Summit in Rochester in October. He was on a three-person panel discussing charter schools and raised questions about why English language learners are underrepresented in Rochester’s charter schools. He also suggested that both charter and non-charter schools need to create more innovative programs that respond to real issues that students and their families face in urban areas, such as economic inequality, housing, and toxins in their environment. Learn more.

DeAngelis Presents on the Costs of School Security
Karen DeAngelis, associate professor, chair of educational leadership, and associate dean for academic programs, was an invited presenter at a two-day Spencer Foundation-funded conference, titled “School Security: Identifying and Addressing Sources of Inequity,” in Washington, D.C. in October. She presented work that she co-authored with Brian Brent, Earl B. Taylor Professor and senior associate dean for graduate studies, and Danielle Ianni '14W (PhD) regarding the costs of school security. The conference brought together participants with a range of disciplinary backgrounds and positions in higher education institutions, policy organizations, non-profit and governmental agencies, and school districts to examine issues related to the implementation, effectiveness, and consequences/limitations of school security efforts.

Miller and Meier Participate in Hackathon
Dave Miller, associate professor, and Susan Meier, assistant professor, participated in the Hobart and William Smith Hackathon in Geneva in October. Miller and Meier collaborated with the University of Rochester’s Barbara J. Burger iZone (a creative problem-solving space, program, and community designed to empower students to explore and imagine ideas for social, cultural, community, and economic impact) and were among table-session experts who discussed topics with rotating teams of students. This year’s Hackathon topic was public education.

Nelms Participates in Boys and Men of Color Education Summit
Shaun Nelms, associate professor, East EPO superintendent, and William & Sheila Konar Director of the Center for Urban Education Success, contributed to the discussion around the learning and education needs of young men of color on the WXXI Connections radio show October 27, and featured community leaders, including Nelms. The segment was a preview of the Rochester Boys and Men of Color Education Summit that discussed
representation in schools and the community, culturally responsible teaching practices, mentorship and more, that took place in October. Listen to the Connections show, “Previewing the Rochester Boys and Men of Color Education Summit.” Learn more about the Rochester Boys and Men of Color Education Summit.

Daley to Co-Lead Campus Solar Project
Michael Daley, assistant professor in the Center for Professional Development & Education Reform, will partner with the University's Center for Energy and the Environment (CEE) as co-principal investigator to help support and facilitate the outreach and educational activities of a campus solar project. Funded by a new $1 million grant from the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), the Rochester project will integrate solar power with innovative battery technologies for improved performance and savings, support research on solar energy production and energy storage, and provide curriculum and research opportunities based on clean energy innovation. Learn more.
Students and Alumni Present at the New York State ABA Conference

Warner students and alumni presented at the New York State Association for Behavior Analysis (NYSABA) conference in Albany in September.

Kathryn Janicke '18W (MS) presented "Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) for Behavior Associated Anxiety Disorders in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders" (pictured left).

Doctoral student Jessie Jiang '17W (MS) presented "Applied Behavior Analysts in China: Development, Challenges and Recommendations" (pictured right).

Christopher Maley '18W (CAS) and Elizabeth Andresen '18W (MS) presented in the symposium "Filling in the Gaps: Recent Trends in Extending the Knowledge Obtained Through Functional Analysis for Individuals with Autism," which was chaired by former faculty member David Donnelly.

Additionally, Dan Mruzek, adjunct professor, offered a tribute to Tristram Smith, Haggerty-Friedman Professor of Developmental/Behavioral Pediatric Research at the University of Rochester, who passed away unexpectedly earlier this fall.

Manaseri Co-Edits Journal, Publishes Journal Article

Holly Manaseri, associate professor, was a guest editor for "Dismantling Ableism: The Moral Imperative for Leaders," a special issue of the Review of Disability Studies, vol. 14, issue 3. Additionally, Manaseri co-authored the article "Disability Studies and Educational Leadership Preparation: The Moral Imperative." The special issue was dedicated to exploring the efforts used in leadership development sectors, such as education, public health, and public administration, to explicitly address ableism as a part of the professional training program. Learn more.

Warner Represented at the NARACES Annual Conference

Warner faculty, students, and alumni participated in the 2018 North Atlantic Region Association for Counselor Education and Supervision (NARACES) Conference held in Burlington, Vt. in September.


Doctoral student Zhaopu (Ken) Xu presented "Enhancing Mindfulness-Based Practice in Counselor Education through Technology."

Doctoral students Peng (Penny) Wang and Rachel Carter, along with Karen Mackie, associate professor, hosted the roundtable discussion "Utilizing the Situated Knowledge of Asian International Students to Innovate Counseling Pedagogy."

Shalka Presents at Higher Education Conference
Tricia Shalka, assistant professor, presented "Trauma in College Student Populations: Supporting Growth and Resilience" at the 4th Annual Young Professionals in Higher Education Conference held at Rochester Institute of Technology in October.

EVENTS

November 7, 2018
Wednesday Lunch Hour - The Peer-Led Team Learning Workshop Program at the U of R: How Should We Measure Success?

November 8, 2018
Building a Mathematics Coaching Cadre to Foster Teacher Leadership

November 14, 2018
Wednesday Lunch Hour - A Fireside Chat about Doing Academic Work: Exploring Mentorship, Vulnerability, and Self Care

November 15, 2018
LiDA Colloquium Series: How Can We Foster Systemic Change Around Digitally-Rich
Education? A Focus on Getting Started

November 28, 2019
Wednesday Lunch Hour - Causewave’s Shaping Our Stories Project

November 29, 2018
LiDA Colloquium Series: How Can We Leverage Digital Technologies to Create “Radically New” Learning Experiences? A Focus on Professional Education

December 13, 2018
LiDA Colloquium Series: How Can We Study Teaching and Learning in Digital Spaces? A Focus on Measuring “Success”

See All Upcoming Events
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Shaun Nelms on the Learning and Education Needs of Young Men of Color on WXXI
Shaun Nelms on East EPO as a Model for Other schools in The Buffalo News
Randall Curren on the Ethics of Football on WUSF Public Media
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